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Ms. Vivian Warren & Miss E. Nash’s

Future First Graders from 
Leakesville Elementary School

I want to work at The
Junction and Dandy Dan’s
because my mom does. My
super power is to be able to
strike bad guys with lighting.
My favorite thing about
school is getting to play
outside.

Bradley Rutland

I want to work on buggies
cause it is fun! My super
power is climb walls like
Spiderman. My favorite
thing is going outside and
I am excited about seeing
new friends.

Brayton Jones

I want to be a Tooth Fairy
to see people’s teeth. My
super power is to fly to see
God. My favorite thing is
people having parties.

Raylee Londyn Pierce

I want to be a cowboy
because they have
guns, cowboy hats
and live in the West.
My super power
is the ability to
shoot lasers out
of his hands because it
is cool. My favorite thing is
the playground.

Jaiden Moulds

I want to be a princess
because she likes them. My
super power is Ice because Ice
is my favorite. My favorite
thing is making puppets.

Harley Jessie

I want to be a ballerina
because you get to dance all
the time! My super power is
be invisible because no one
could see me. My favorite
thing about school is
learning.

O’Donna Robinson

I want to be a doctor so I
can help people. My super
power is to be able to fly so
I can see the whole world
from up high. My favorite
thing about school is when
we read books.

Ainsley Greer

I want to be a construction
worker because they drill
holes in the ground. Also
because they help people.
My super power is to be able
to run very fast because it
helps you to be able to do
things faster. My favorite
thing to do at school is get on
the computer.

Ryne Phillips

I want to be a professional
gymnast because I would be
able to do flips! My super
power is magic because I
could do cool tricks. My
favorite thing about school
is going to the playground.

Kennedy Mallette

I want to be a police officer
because they get to drive a
fast car. My super power is
to fly because I could see
everything. My favorite
thing is math, reading, epic
and happy numbers.

Aston Everette

I want to be a teacher
because I want to teach
kids. My super power is fly
so I can go anywhere in the
world. I’m excited to learn
how to read better and learn
more math. My favorite
part of school is math and
playing outside.

Emery Strickland

I want to be a vet because
I want to help animals. My
super power is super speed
because I like being fast. My
favorite thing about school
is the fact that it helps me
learn.

Della Taylor

I want to be a cowgirl
because I love animals! My
super power is to fly because
it would be fun. My favorite
thing is doing fun work pages.

Madilyn Neely

I want to be a doctor so
I can make people feel
better. My super power
would be flying because
flying is cool and I would
be able to see everything.
I’m excited about moving
to first grade because I
will learn even more.

Kynslee 
Helton

I want to be a doctor be-
cause I want to help people.
My super power is ability to
fly so that I could be a bird
for a day. My favorite thing
about school is getting on
the computers.

Jessie Hill

I want to be a teacher
because Ms. Vivian is a good
teacher! My super power is
powers to freeze things
because I just want to have
these powers. My favorite
thing is doing work and
getting on the computer.

AdyLea Dixon

I want to be a supervisor
because my nana and
my daddy are
supervisors. My super
power is super
camouflage so I can
sneak up on everyone

and super vision so I can see
really far. I am most excited
to meet new friends. My
favorite thing about school is
the playground.

Allyson Causey

I want to be a baby doctor
because I like babies. My
super power is to be able to
teleport. Recess is my fa-
vorite thing about school.
I’m excited to go to first
grade because I will get to
play on the big playground.

Elyse Gordon

I want to be a doctor because
I want to help others. My
super power is x-ray vision so
that I could see through
things. My favorite thing
about school is doing work.

MaeLeigh Denmark

I want to be a soldier so I can
protect the country. My super
power is to grow tree roots
like Groot so I can blend in. I
like to read and to play read-
ing games on the computer.

Case McIlwain

I want to be a police officer
so that I can catch bad people.
My super power is to have
super strength so that I could
take on my bigger cousins. My
favorite thing about school is
learning in first grade. I am
excited to learn more.

A’Mar Gandy
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